
gIVes a our society is 
£"1"'\ .. Y\n<~"t"l"""" worldviews, 

are represented in universItIes, are 
pantheism of post-modernism. theism of 

out of the picture, and yet, theism is by 
it recognises both 
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For deist God is only transcendent. exists out there, beyond man's 
reach and investigation, or perhaps does not exist at all. we 
should note that agnosticism and atheism are the natural outcome of 
deism. Since its inception, deism was the worldview of the "God of the 
gaps". Every deist met a fact that could not be explained 
from system it was attributed to God. Typically it was 
origin of the world and scientific laws that were explained in this fashion. 
But as science came up with alternate answers, with the evolution and the 
"Big Bang" theories claiming to account for the origin of life and the 
universe, the gaps were closed, so that the hypothesis of God became 
unnecessary . 

Pantheism limited itself to the other alternative presented by theism, the 
immanence of God. Deus sive natura, Spinoza posited, "God is nature", 
Since God and creation are one he may not only be found within man, but 
within every other creature and feature of creation. While the pantheist is 
not likely to identify him or herself as an atheist, the God of pantheism 
may amount to no more than an impersonal force. 

Diagrammatically the three positions may be presented as follows: 

DEISM 

() 
7 
8 

God exists wholly outside the 
world (he is transcendent) 

THEISM 

God 

8 
God is both in the world 

(immanent) 

and outside the world 

~ranscendent) 
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PANTHEISM 

God is identical to the world, 
(He is wholly immanent) 



recognises both immanence and transcendence of God. The 
"-" ...... ~'.a ....... u Scriptures give ample evidence that God upholds this world 

presence. Job affirms, "In his hand is the of every creature 
breath of all mankind" (Job 12: 10). Isaiah writes, "Heaven is my 
and earth is my footstool" (Is. 61: I). The doctrine of God's 

omnipresence also implies God's immanence, as when the psalmist asks: 

Where can I go from your Spirit? 
Where can I flee from your presence? 

go up to heavens, you are there; 
my bed in depths, you are (Ps. 139:7,8) 

As to God's transcendence, Solomon observed that heaven and earth 
cannot contain (l Ki 8:27). psalmists express much the same 
idea observe God's glory reaches above the heavens (Ps. 
8: 1; 57: 5,1 Indeed, both the divine immanence and transcendence come 
together Paul's doxology that God is "over all, through all, and 
all" 4:6). 

For a biblical worldview it is important that Christians give due 
recognition to both the immanence and the transcendence of God. History 
provides many examples which show that where Christians have failed to 
give due consideration to both these aspects of divinity it has done 
damage to the Christian faith. Here we think firstly of those movements 

leave no room for God's immanent activity in the world today. 
In",,,1-, .... ,,, that all that happens must have a scientific explanation is 
basically a form of deism, restricts God's involvement in this 

to the time when he created the laws of science. This approach 
denies possibility of any divine supernatural works in way of 
miracles. 

In more conservative circles an example of stressing God's 
transcendence at expense of his immanence can be found in the hyper-
calvinism emphasises God's eternal decrees to an extent that it 
leaves no room for God's involvement in the world today. This static 

of God typically emphasises his impassibility in a way which does 
not see God as interacting with his creatures. Again, a God who does not 
interact man, by responding to prayer and worship, is really the God 
of deism. 
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.. u~,,,,u,,,u .... , looks upon God 
pm~aHels the evolution of the universe. 
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as analogous to 
being. 

de'1elc)pnlents in theology have, to a degree, 
mC)demlSm to post-modernism in society at large. 

post -mC~demlsm is at its roots a move a 
help us 

Christians, as 
world. 
Post-
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Those who approach this position from the deistic starting point typically 
identifY themselves as atheists or agnostics. But the deist approach needs 
absolutes to account for the order and truth they claim to find in the 
world. In the vacuum left behind with the abandonment of God they 
therefore begin to look for an absolute in nature itself. Ironically, this 
often goes hand in hand with a tendency to personalise the absolute as 
"mother nature". 

Among those who approach the deification of nature from the pantheistic 
starting point this often comes with a depersonalised conception of deity. 
Here we can think both of Buddhism, for which the personality of 
deity is an illusion, and those New Age adherents who think of the 
absolute in terms of an all-pervasive force ("may force be with 
you!"). There is only a small step between those who conceive of ultimate 
reality in terms of a pantheistic identification of the absolute with nature, 
and those who regard nature itself as the only absolute. 

on the one side of their spectrum the extremes of pantheism and deism 
meet in an atheistic personification of nature, at the other end of 
spectrum they meet where God is recognised as being both immanent and 
transcendent, i.e., in theism. Diagrammatically we can represent the 
relationship of these three basic worldviews as follows: 

Emphasis 
on the 

immanence 
of God 

God centred 

Personal God 

Pietistic & 
) xperienti 

(GOd in 
f us 

Nature 

Nature 
centred 
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on the 



worldviews are in 
next centre identifies some viewpoints on 

renglOn. Here it win be noted 
on of God, 

a world-shy ..., .. v ..... .., .. n, 

experience of God. the other hand, if the empmlSlS 
on God's transcendence, this makes too world centred. 
social gospel movement is a typical example of this approach. 

ma 
transcendence of God. 

we are concerned ""1'".m",,1'"' 

is our conviction that only 
God does justice to both the immanence and 

Stephen observes: 

. .. on a trinitarian view of God, the possibility of fully personal 
along with personal transcendence personal 

appearance IS of the of the 
alongside and 

In a Blocher, affirming 
nrumaneIlce of each of the Persons Godhead, argues 
trans(~endellce is best appropriated to the Father, the immanence to 

while "the Son, the second Person in trTflI1W.P ..... u order, 
understanding transcendence and 

. . 
Immanence m 

1-ll-:ll'UU1'O established 
recognition 

JLIl ....... ' .. U"', "The 
Pluralistic Age, edited 
1997),40. 

·h .. ' .... -t-''' ..... worldview must 
we worship is both 

for us to determine 
We present our nn(lml~S 

and 'Other Religions"', in The Trinity in a 
Kevin J. Vanhoozer (Grand 

5 Henri "Immanence and Transcendence in Trinitarian Theology", in 
The Trinity in a Pluralistic Age, 123. 
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we cannot to to 

God: 
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iO(l-pleaSlnl11; manner m a 

in the environment: 

6 For the classification of attributes as immanent or transcendent see Augm;tus 
F .H. Revell 247 ff. 
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Concerning learning and education 

recogmses Creator as the 
... v .. u ... ,,"'...... of all knowledge. All of reality is the outworking of his 

knowledge is of all human knowledge, 
discoveries man can do no more than 

pass, lIllJmanellt omnipresence of 
events <:>rof'"rrhl1,n- to his decrees. 

comes to 
Spirit he directs 

worldview recogmses that God created the world in 
wisdom, so those distortions brought in through sin, 

best it can be for its purpose. 

theistic worldview recognises a God who is omnipresent. 
every area of creation is under God's control means that can 

be no as far as learning is concerned. 

theistic worldview recognises a perfect God who makes 
to perfection. III world must 

.... ""'AAV' .......... "" to the God's 

serve as an introduction to all the implications of 
We hope will encourage 

and act in a way that will the theistic 
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